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INTRODUCTION

EVEN IN PAJAMA BOTTOMS, YOU SHOULD LOOK GOOD.
With the coronavirus pandemic, many more of us are working from home,
meeting with our customers and colleagues online. That doesn’t change
the importance of projecting a professional image.

Six Video Variables
In a Zoom call, projecting a professional image is largely about controlling
what goes into the camera lens on your computer in the way of light.
This guide is actually a primer in videography as applied to video
conferencing. It addresses six video variables that you likely have some
control over, variables such as light sources, background and framing.

marks the Better Option
Each page breaks down one video variable by exploring three possible
alternatives including some common not-so-good ones. A green checkmark points out each of the more desirable alternatives. You’ll also
find an additional insightful tip here and there.

A Few Suggestions on Gear
Sprinkled into the mix are two inserts, one about video-conferencing desk
lights and one about gear for lifting your computer screen. With the right
gear and a little know-how, you will be looking more profesh in no time.
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COMPOSITION GUIDELINES

1/3

EYES ABOUT A THIRD FROM THE TOP
The rule-of-thirds is a fundamental video principle that says important stuff in the frame should be
positioned along lines that divide the frame evenly into thirds. In this case, your eyes are the important
stuff. The most common error is positioning you and your eyes too low and toward the middle of the
frame, projecting a strange head-in-a-box image to your viewer. Adjust the tilt of your camera, i.e. your
screen if you are on a laptop, to position your eyes in the vicinity of the top one-third line. Slightly below
or above is okay.

A LITTLE HEAD ROOM
As you adjust your positioning in the frame, be sure to provide a little space between the top of your head
and the top of the frame.

YOUR VIEWER’S IMAGE TOWARD YOUR CAMERA
In the video-conferencing world, eye-contact is an illusion – an important illusion. Some pundits will tell
you to look directly at the camera lens to create this illusion, but that is simply too weird for your brain.
You need to look at the faces of the people you are talking and listening to. Instead, do your best to
position the frame of one of your viewers directly under your camera lens and then, when you speak,
speak to that viewer. This will help to simulate the experience of eye-contact for all parties.
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THE BACKGROUND

A WALL
Mugshot. That may be the sense your viewer gets when you are positioned close to a wall. The real
problem is in the flatness of the image. Hanging some artwork over your shoulder may add some interest
but won’t create the sense of depth your viewers want.
TIP Virtual backgrounds should be a last-ditch option. Your viewer’s brain wants an organic and natural
viewing experience. Virtual backgrounds simply can’t simulate that kind of experience well.

SHELVES, BOOKS, DÉCOR
Shelves with books and décor can make for a pleasing background but not without careful staging. You
want a textural feel to the background in which no one thing draws too much visual attention. Subtlety is
key. If going this route, empty the shelf and put everything on the floor before experimenting with staging.
And use the image produced by your video conferencing camera to evaluate your decisions.
TIP If you have paperback books with bright colors that distract, turn them around so that the binding is
facing inward. Hardcover books with jackets that distract? Remove the jackets.

A WINDOW
A window in the background can also create a pleasing effect, but it’s tricky. If the light coming through is
too bright, you will either put bright, harsh light on you or appear “backlit.” And objects showing through
the window, like branches blowing in the wind, can be distracting. Sheer window curtains may be a fix.
TIP Your distance from the background will effect the sense of depth in your image. Ten to fifteen feet is
nice but often not doable. If it’s not doable for you, do your best to get as much distance as possible.
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SCREEN LIFTERS

IT’S NOT JUST THE SCREEN. IT’S ALSO THE CAMERA LENS.
Virtually all laptops have a camera lens built-in above the screen. Without something to lift the screen, though, the lens sits too low to capture
the best angle of you. Whether you have a laptop or desktop computer, invest in the gear you need to get your screen (and lens) up.

LAPTOP STANDS

OBJECTS FOR FINE-TUNING

EXTERNAL KEYBOARD, ETC.

Not all laptop stands are created equal.
Get a stand that lifts the computer nice
and high. Some stands, like the Roost
(shown in the image to the right), are
portable and adjustable.

Few laptop or external screen stands lift
the screen high enough. Of those that do,
they are seldom fine-tune-able. Plan on
placing books or similar objects under
your screen to get the height just right.

If you have a laptop to lift, you’ll need an
external keyboard as well as a mouse or
track pad. Wireless or wired? Either
should do the trick.
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CAMERA LENS HEIGHT

LENS WELL BELOW EYE LEVEL
When your laptop sits on the desk without a stand, you’ll produce this upward perspective. This angle is
not so good because it can make your viewer feel like you are looming over and looking down on them.

LENS AT OR ABOVE EYE LEVEL
It’s less common to see this perspective but it happens. This angle is not ideal because it can make your
viewer feel like they are looking down on you.

LENS SLIGHTLY BELOW EYE LEVEL
This angle will put your neck in a neutral screen-viewing position – good both ergonomically and for
simulating a natural orientation between speaker and listener.
TIP Pay close attention to objects in the background as you adjust the height of your screen and your
chair. For instance, a plant positioned right behind your head can make you look as though you are
growing both hair and plant life out of your head.
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FRAMING

CLOSE
This close framing is common, but it can feel uncomfortably close for your viewer, especially in a formal
meeting setting. And it’s natural for you to speak with your hands. At this range, your hand gestures are
likely to flash partially in and out of the bottom of the frame with your hands appearing unnaturally big.

FAR
This distant framing is not common in work-from-home situations, but it happens a lot for those using a
conference room with a dedicated video-conferencing camera on the wall. It can make viewers feel as
though you are, well, distant. One of the issues is that viewers can’t easily see the detail in your facial
expressions, an important part of establishing a feeling of rapport and connection.

BOTTOM OF FRAME ACROSS LOWER CHEST
This is a happy medium in which your viewer can see your facial expressions well without feeling like you
are uncomfortably close. This framing also provides room for your hand gestures to come more fully into
view as you speak.
TIP I’m not blowing sunshine about hand gestures. If you subdue your hands while you speak, your
voice and face will also become less expressive. Boring!
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VIDEO CONFERENCE LIGHTS

LIGHT CONTROL IS EVERYTHING.
A desk light designed for video conferencing is golden. If you are serious about looking your best, I recommend two lights, one to light each side
of you. Mobility is important. Getting the distance and angle of each light just right is a big part of a flattering lighting recipe.

BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

HEIGHT CONTROL

COLOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Make sure your light has at least three
brightness settings. The fewer the
settings, the more you’ll need to scoot the
fixture around to get just the right amount
of light on you.

The height of your light source affects the
shadows cast under your brow and nose.
No one height fits all because our faces
are all shaped differently. Get a light the
height of which you can adjust.

Light ranges in color from cool bluish to
warm yellowish. Buy a light with three or
more color-temperature settings so that
you can dial in the color that helps you to
look your best.
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THE LIGHTING RATIO ON YOU

HIGH RATIO
This high, bright-to-dark ratio happens when you are lit by a single light source from the side. If bright
ceiling lights above are your only light source, well, you can imagine – scary. This kind of dramatic
lighting may have its place, but that place is typically not a formal meeting.

MEDIUM RATIO
A medium lighting ratio adds a sense of depth to your facial features without the heavy shadows. This
often suits people with a lighter complexion. A single light source from the side might work if the light it
casts has white surfaces to bounce off and “fill” the other side of your face. But it’s more likely you will
need a desk light to do the filling.
TIP A window can be a great light source as long as bright sunlight does not shine through it creating
distracting ”hot spots” on you or the background. Again, sheer window curtains are a possible fix.

LOW RATIO
A more even lighting ratio is achieved with a single light source directly in front of you or two light
sources, one to each side. With two light sources, brightness control is especially important.
TIP The light on you will typically “soften” as you move a desk light further away. The shadows cast
by your nose and brow will change as you move it up and down and side to side. Experiment.
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COLOR TEMPERATURE

COOL BLUISH
It’s a little confusing but this cooler light with a blue tone is the result of a higher color temperature: 5000
Kelvin or higher. Sunlight has a color temperature of about 5780K, thus it’s bluish. When should you use
this cooler color? If a window is your main light source, you don’t have a choice; cool light it is. If your
main light source is not a window, it’s all about what makes your skin tone most attractive.

WARM YELLOWISH
This warmer tone is the result of a lower color temperature: 2700-3000K. Traditional incandescent light
bulbs fall within this range. But we now have access to bulbs and desk lights with various color
temperature options, so relying on artificial light does not mean that you can’t go cool. It’s your choice.
TIP Experiment with color temperature options at different times of the day. You may find you like cool
during the day and warm at night because it more closely matches our non-virtual world.

MIXED LIGHT TEMPERATURES ON YOU
This typically happens when you have sunlight as one source and a warm interior light as another.
Steer clear of this weirdness.
TIP It may be okay to have cooler light on you (all of you) and warmer light on your background or
vice versa. It depends largely on the color of the objects in your background. If you are brave,
give this more subtle technique a try.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

A SPEAKING COACH WITH A BACKGROUND IN VIDEO
I’ve been coaching senior and emerging leaders in speaking and presentation skills
for about a decade. Before that, I was a corporate video director and producer. And
before that, I taught video production at the high school level.

Our Natural Design for Speaking and Listening
As you might have noticed in this guide, I often mention the brain. Many speaking
coaches teach techniques based on imitation. I teach a methodology based in how
our brain and body is designed to work when we talk and listen. Why? It yields a
speaking style that is truly authentic and conversational.

Looking Good in Business Means Speaking Well
Now you know how to control the video variables of your work-from-home video
conferencing space so that you project a more professional image. That’s just a small
part of it. The much larger part is your skill in speaking.

Visit www.scottstiefvater.com for more information about my approach,
one-to-one coaching, workshops & other speaking-skills resources.
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